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Looking for "it"? That something different that will increase your eBay auction sale rates and selling prices? One of the most effective ways to generate more sales at high price-points is to create a more attractive, attention-getting auction listing. The easiest way to do this is through the use of templates that you can quickly populate with minimal effort and will maintain a style consistency across all of your auctions.

eBay Auction Templates Starter Kit is a combination book/CD designed to help all levels of eBay sellers create better-looking eBay auction listings as quickly and easily as possible. The text describes how to use HTML to create sophisticated auction templates; the CD includes dozens of pre-designed templates that can be used as-is. If you're a little more ambitious, you'll also learn how to create great-looking auction listings using HTML.
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Upgrading and Fixing Computers Do-it-Yourself For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	You’re no dummy; we both know that. But something about computers often makes you feel like a dummy. And that’s perfectly understandable. Unlike today’s kids, you probably didn’t grow up with a computer in your kindergarten class, car, or in your back pocket. With this book, you’ll no longer feel uncomfortable...
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SharePoint Server 2010 Administration 24 Hour Trainer (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	SHAREPOINT IS ONE THE MOST SUCCESSFUL products in Microsoft’s history. It can be found in

	small businesses, universities, and Fortune 500 companies. SharePoint 2010, the latest release, contains

	many new areas for existing and new SharePoint server administrators and site administrators.

	This book will help you meet the new...
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The Art of Community: Building the New Age of Participation (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2009
Online communities offer a wide range of opportunities today, whether you're supporting a cause, marketing a product or service, or developing open source software. The Art of Community will help you develop the broad range of talents you need to recruit members to your community, motivate and manage them, and help them become active...
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6502 assembly-language programming for Apple, Commodore, and Atari computersWatts, 1985

	Instructs those who have already programmed in high-level languages in programming with the more powerful and versatile assembly or machine language.
...
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Inside Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 represents a new generation of enterprise resource
	
		planning
	
		(ERP) software. With over 1,000 new features and prebuilt industry
	
		capabilities for manufacturing, distribution, services, retail, and public sector, Microsoft
	
		Dynamics AX 2012 provides a robust platform for developers to...
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Constructing Usable Web MenusApress, 2004

	When developing a web site, one of the most important things to consider is the navigation menu, to allow your users to find their way around it. It needs to usable, informative, and well implemented, but this can take time. This book will take all the hassle out of implementing web menus, in whatever style and technology you wish, by...
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